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ABSTRACT 

More full-time basis employees currently are looking into the gig workforce. While the digital platform workers 

are offered freedom in selecting jobs and flexible working hours, however, digital platform workers Malaysia 

could not be considered as employees who are entitled for employee benefits. Nevertheless, there is paucity of 

research concerning how Human Resource Management (HRM) theories and concepts apply in the gig 

workforce. This study aimed to examine to what extent HRM practices control gig workers. This paper proposed 

that digital platform workers are clearly different from the traditional employees. This paper explored how 

digital labor platforms control across the digital platforms among workers and customers. This paper also 

critically discussed how digital labor platforms influence the digital platform workers’ autonomy and 

dependence. Implications for HRM research were also discussed. This paper improves our current 

understanding on the gig workforce and highlights the potential questions as future researches on HRM in the 

gig workforce.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The apps have changed the way Malaysians work and live 

[1]. For instance, a Malaysian uses apps to call the driver 

for the morning commute and recruit the web designer to 

develop the website. This results the existence of digital 

workforce, i.e., the labor market about short-term services 

for consumers and business clients [2]. The growth of 

digital workforce is driven by the rising cost of living as 

well as the job markets that become competitive. Many 

Malaysians especially fresh graduates, retirees, and students 

join the digital workforce [1]. The most visible digital 

platform workers can be seen driving ride-hailing services 

that includes Grab and Uber. Digital platform workers also 

can be found in white-collar professions such as healthcare 

and finance [1].  

 

While the digital platform workers are offered freedom in 

selecting the job and flexible working hours, however, 

digital platform workers in Malaysia could not be 

considered as employees who are entitled for employee 

benefits such as career growth and minimum wages [3]. It 

is interesting to note that this phenomenon is different from 

the Human Resource Management (HRM) theories and 

researches who claim that employees can enhance 

organizations’ performance and effectiveness [4][5]. The 

issue of how far HRM concepts apply to the digital 

workforce is lack of clarity. This restricts the understanding 

associated to gig workforce and the well-being of both 

organizations and workers. Hence, this study aimed to 

examine to what extent HRM practices control gig 

workforce. This paper contributes to the research by 

enhancing the understanding on how HRM practices are 

implemented in the gig workforce. It also serves as future 

research on HRM in the gig workforce. 

 

2. DEFINITIONS OF DIGITAL 

WORKFORCE  

[6] alleges that digital workforce is a workforce that uses 

the technology to fill the short-term service with workers 

who are independent contractors. In a similar vein, [7] refers 

digital workforce as an environment in which temporary 

positions is common, and organizations are using contract 

workers for temporary engagement. 
 

3. A FRAMEWORK FOR 

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL LABOR 

PLATFORMS 
 

3.1. To what extent does digital labor platforms 

recruit and select the workers? 
 

Unlike traditional organizations, digital labor platforms 

have no recruitment process on a timely basis. Digital 

platform workers are the ones who register on the digital 

labor platforms, and then they will be selected for the work 

assignment based on the digital labor platforms’ algorithm. 

For instance, a ServiceHero i.e., Malaysian home-service 
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app, customer enters the work request and then receives 

several qualified workers based on the suggestions of the 

algorithm. The final selection is in the hands of the 

customers. 
 

3.2. To what extent does digital labor platforms 

offer training and development for workers? 
 

Training and development opportunities are being offered 

to digital platform workers [8]. Not only that, online digital 

platforms also train and develop their partners [9]. It can be 

seen in the food delivery platforms such as Foopanda and 

Deliveroo, that request their partners, i.e restaurants, to 

make sure that the foods are ready on-time. This is to avoid 

the digital platform workers waiting at the restaurants. 
 

3.3. Do digital platforms workers have control 

over their compensation? 

 
The digital platforms workers have no autonomy to decide 

the compensation [9] The pay-rate in fact is determined by 

the digital labor platforms [10]. When the customers pay a 

fee to the digital labor platforms, the platforms take part of 

the fees while the remaining are transferred to the gig 

workers [11]. 

 

3.4. Do digital platforms workers have control 

over their performance? 
 

In the digital labor platforms, customers’ satisfaction 

determines the performance of the workers [9]. It is based 

on the star-rating system. For instance, each Grab driver has 

a driver rating which comprises of stars. In the case of Grab, 

if the Grab driver has a low driver-rating, they might unable 

to engage with Grab.  

 

4. RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 
 

4.1. Differentiation in construct-meaning 

application  
 

The biggest challenge in extending the HRM theory is to 

clarify the meaning and apply the constructs in the context 

of the digital economy. The meaning of the constructs can 

change based on the digital labor platforms or different 

types of digital platform workers. Some constructs may or 

may not be similar in the context for some digital platform 

works. 

 

4.1.1. Organizational support   
 

Based on the organizational support theory, employees 

develop a belief known as perceived organizational support 

about the extent to which employees value their 

contributions and concern their well-being [12][13]. 

Perceived organizational support leads to positive job 

attitudes and behaviors [13]. It results in both organizations’ 

and employees’ benefit: employees improve positive 

attitudes while organizations reap the benefits of perceived 

organizational support that may have useful consequences 

for the lower skill services provided by digital platform 

workers [6]. In such a situation, workers who are actively 

managed by digital labor platforms tend to view themselves 

as employees [6]. In contrast, perceived organizational 

support may not seem relevant to the higher skill services 

provided by digital platforms workers [6]. This is because 

digital platform workers with higher skills market their 

services on the digital labor platform with substantial 

autonomy that might not expect the organizations to care 

about their well-being [6]. 

 

4.1.2. Organizational citizenship behavior 
 

Most of the digital platform workers spend their time to 

interact with customers [14]. This results in digital 

platforms workers who are more likely to engage in 

customer-directed Organizational Citizenship Behavior 

(OCB). Unlike traditional OCB that are much more focused 

on employees and organizations, customer-directed OCB 

focuses on customers [15]. Customer-directed OCB 

includes understanding the customers’ needs, helping 

customers, and improving customer service [16]. Moreover, 

digital platform workers perceive the future work-request 

depending on the customers’ ratings on the apps. It is likely 

that they will be more motivated going extra miles for the 

customers and engage in customer-directed OCB [14]. 
 

4.1.3. Employee turnover 
 

Employee turnover is one of the human resource outcome 

variables that has not been linked to digital labor platforms 

[17]. Employee turnover is strongly associated with the 

digital workforce [6]. Ride-hailing platforms such as Uber 

and Lyft confront high driver-turnover [18][19]. Digital 

platform workers’ intention to stay may be restricted, 

because these workers consider the work requests as their 

extra income [20]. Once they achieve their goals, they will 

simply leave the digital labor platforms [20].  
 

4.1.4. Job satisfaction 
 

It is necessary to consider the digital platform workers’ job 

satisfaction on digital labor platforms. It is reported that 

most of these workers are satisfied with their jobs when they 

have greater autonomy in their work assignments and 

schedule [21]. Digital platform workers can also avoid bad 

managers and office politics [21]. Furthermore, past 

researches suggest digital platform workers who view 

digital labor platforms as primary income have higher job 

satisfaction [22][23].  
 

 

5. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION 

 
Ride-hailing digital labor platforms compete with each 

other to recruit digital platform workers. Some ride-hailing 
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platforms offer incentives and bonuses to digital platform 

workers. If the digital platform workers quit, digital labor 

platforms bear the recruitment, selection, and training costs. 

Hence, future studies are needed on how digital labor 

platforms manage and arrange to be attractive for those 

workers. Besides, how far digital platform workers’ 

behavior can involve the digital labor platforms influences 

digital labor platforms’ performance which is considered as 

an important question to explore in future researches. 

Digital platform workers have different motives to engage 

in the digital labor platforms and these motives influence 

how they view their works. Future researches should 

explore whether viewing works on the digital labor 

platforms can become the main source of income or whether 

a job can impact the engagement in digital labor platforms 

in the same ways. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

More full-time basis employees currently are looking into 

the digital labor platforms. Digital labor platforms offer 

greater autonomy, flexibility, and opportunity to earn extra 

incomes. Digital labor platform claims using the HRM 

practices including performance management, training and 

development to manage the gig workers [24]. Therefore, 

this makes the digital platform workers’ status increasingly 

controversial. It also raises the concern on how the digital 

labor platform manages the fairness and well-being of the 

gig workers. However, to date, most scholarly attentions 

focus on the needs of the customers rather than the well-

being and welfare of the digital platform workers. 

 

Digital platform workers are different from traditional 

employees. As discussed previously, there are huge 

differences in the work-related relationship between digital 

labor platforms and digital platform workers. Digital labor 

platforms play an important role in this relationship, 

because these platforms have the power to influence the 

interaction between digital platform workers and customers. 

Digital labor platforms also help to develop trust, which is 

crucial for digital platform workers and customers to 

engage each other. Besides, some digital labor platforms 

have the choice to reduce the digital platform workers’ 

autonomy and dependence on the platforms. Such a 

working arrangement creates challenges for HRM research. 
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